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Making your
own paper
flowers
couldn’t be

easier and it offers the perfect
opportunity for using up
scraps of cardstock and
patterned paper. The flowers
created here, with the
exception of the vintage
roses on page 51, were all cut
using dies. This is the easiest
and quickest method of
producing flower blanks,
however, hand-cutting using
either a template or a

stamped image works just 
as well.

GETTING STARTED
When creating sculptured
flowers – like those used to
decorate the desk tidy on
page 49 – a flower with a
minimum of six petals is
needed as the sculptured
effect is produced by
removing petals and
attaching the remaining
petals together one behind
the other. A flower of any size
can be used for this

technique. The effect does
tend to work better on
flowers with wider petals
rather than long, thin ones.
The choice of paper, or
cardstock, for this type of
flower depends largely upon
its application. If you are
decorating the front of a card,
or scrapbook page then
lightweight papers – or even
vellums – work well as long
as they will hold the curled
petal shape. If your project is
to be handled, or used for a
practical purpose, like the

desk tidy for example, it is
necessary to use a heavier
weight paper or cardstock. 

It is a good idea to have a
few small pegs to hand
when making these flowers.
They are perfect for 
holding the two layers of
petals together while the
adhesive dries.

Plain cardstock can be
coloured and decorated with
stamps, ink and heat-
embossing before the
flowers are assembled to add
an individual touch. They can

also be varnished for added
strength if necessary.

The handmade paper
roses as shown on page 51,
are quick and easy to make as
all the components can be
cut by hand. They can be
assembled quickly but do
need quite a lot of time to
dry as plenty of adhesive is
used to hold the petals
together. As this method of
making roses produces a
bulky flower, once dry the
back can be cut flat to make
attachment easier. Smaller

flowers
Flowers are always a popular
choice for creating craft
projects, and pastel blooms are
perfect for summer makes. Su
Pennick shows you how

BY SU 
PENNICK

Say it with
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roses can be created by
scaling down the size of the
components.

SHRINK PLASTIC
Shrink plastic flowers can be
coloured to match your
project  and finished either
flat or shaped. Take care
when adding colour to shrink
plastic as the shade will
intensify considerably during
shrinkage. The slightest hint
of coloured ink is needed to
create pastel shades.

Although you may not

need holes in the centre of
the flowers for stringing, or
attachment, they do provide
a good base for gluing as the
adhesive fills the hole and
produces a firmer bond. 

If you wish to flatten the
shrunken flowers then an
acrylic stamping block – or
similar flat surface – can be
applied as soon as they 
are removed from the 
heat source.
If you wish to shape your
flowers, an ideal ‘mould’ is a
spoon with a deep ‘bowl’ . 

SIMPLY MAKE

1Use the template providedon this page to cut a large
oval base from frosted

shrink plastic. Use the Sizzix die
to cut eleven leaves from
shrink plastic. Use the Tattered
Floral die to cut three of the
largest flower, six of the
medium (wide-petal) flower
and six of the smallest flower
from shrink plastic. 

2Colour the largest flowerswith purple ink, the
medium-sized flowers with

Orchid ink and the smallest
with Lavender ink. Apply the
colour from the centre of the
flower outwards so that it is
lighter at the ends of the
petals, then apply the inkpad to
the tips of the petals to darken

them slightly. Colour the
whole of each leaf and the
oval base with Lime ink and
darken the edges with Fresh
Green. Ensure that all of the 
ink is blended and doesn’t 
look patchy. 

3Punch holes in the centre
of each of the flowers and
the wider end of the

leaves. This will provide a
better ‘key’ for the glue as it
will fill the holes and hold the
plastic in place firmly. 

4An oven will be needed to
shrink the large oval in
order to produce a regular

shape. As soon as the oval has
shrunk, carefully bend it to fit
against the hairclip blank.
Leave to cool.

5Shrink the leaves and
flowers with a heat tool. Do
not flatten the leaves when

shrunk – leave them slightly
curved to cool. Shrink each
flower and while it is still hot
and soft, place it within the
bowl of a curved spoon and
gently press down its middle so
that is sets to the curved shape.

6Use E6000 adhesive toglue the oval panel to the
clip base. Leave to dry

thoroughly. Start by sticking
the largest flowers in place on
the curved oval followed by
the medium then the smallest.
Fix the leaves in place last.
When the glue has dried,
attach pearls to the centre of
each of the flowers to finish.

MATERIALS
™ Shrinkles frosted shrink plastic
™ Pearlescent Purple, Pearlescent

Orchid, Pearlescent Lavender Dew
Drops Brilliance inkpads 

™ Fresh Green & lime ColorBox
pigment inkpads 

™ 4mm pearl beads
™ large spring hairclip 
™ E6000 adhesive
™ template below

TOOLS
™ hole punch
™ manual die-cutting machine
™ curved spoon 
™ oven 
™ heat tool
™ Sizzix Bigz Flower Layers & 

Leaves die 
™ Sizzix Bigz Tim Holtz Alterations

Tattered Florals die

Shrink plastic hairclip base

  

Secret garden hairclip

Hairclip template
50% actual size   Photocopy at 200%
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SIMPLY MAKE

1Use the Sizzix die to cut
eight leaves from shrink
plastic. Use the Tattered

Floral die to cut one of the
largest flower, three of the
medium (wide-petal) flower
and five of the smallest flowers
from shrink plastic. 

2Colour the largest flower
with purple ink, the
medium-sized flowers with

Orchid ink and the smallest
with Lavender ink. Apply the
colour from the centre of the
flower outwards so that it is
lighter at the ends of the
petals, then apply the inkpad to
the tips of the petals to darken
them slightly. Colour the
whole of each leaf with Lime
ink and darken the edges with
Fresh Green. Ensure that all 
the ink is blended and doesn’t
look patchy. 

3Punch holes in the centre
of each of the flowers and
the wider end of the

leaves. This will provide a
better ‘key’ for the glue as it
will fill the holes and hold the
plastic in place.

4Shrink the leaves and
flowers using a heat tool.
Do not flatten the leaves

when shrunk – leave them
slightly curved to cool. Shrink
each flower and while it is still

hot and soft, place it within the
bowl of a curved spoon and
gently press down its 
middle so that is sets to the
curved shape.

5Stick a piece of co-
ordinating scrap 
patterned paper inside 

the oval setting.

6Cut a 10cm length of wire
and thread a pearl onto the
middle of the wire, bending

the ends together. Thread the
two ends through a small
flower and two leaves, adding
a little glue to hold each layer
in place. Twist the ends of the
wire together and bend them
so that they fit over the edge
of the setting and curve
around the inside of the rim.
Glue the wire in place. Repeat
with a second piece of wire
and a pearl, small flower,
medium flower and leaf.
Attach this to the edge of the
setting near the bail and leave
to dry thoroughly.

7Fill the setting with Glossy
Accents to a level half way
up the rim. Carefully

arrange the large flowers and
leaves inside the setting so 
that they will be held in place
by the Glossy Accents when 
it dries. 

8Once dry use E6000
adhesive to glue the
smaller flowers within the

larger ones and pearls in the
centre of each flower.

9Thread a double length of
ribbon through the bail and
tie each end in a knot. Fix

these with cord ends and
attach to a lobster clasp 
to finish.

Necklace

MATERIALS
™ Shrinkles frosted shrink plastic
™ Pearlescent Purple, Pearlescent

Orchid, Pearlescent Lavender
Dew Drops Brilliance inkpads 

™ Fresh Green & Lime ColorBox
pigment inkpads 

™ 4mm pearl beads
™ 50x32mm silver-plated oval 

frame setting 
™ E6000 adhesive
™ curved spoon 
™ pink organza ribbon
™ silver cord ends
™ silver lobster clasp
™ 0.4mm silver wire
™ 5mm jump rings
™ Ranger Glossy Accents
™ scraps of patterned paper

TOOLS
™ hole punch
™ Sizzix Bigz Flower Layers & 

Leaves die
™ Sizzix Bigz Tim Holtz Alterations

Tattered Florals die
™ manual die-cutting machine
™ heat tool
™ chain-nosed pliers 

WHERE TO BUY
Kaisercraft products available from
www.merlyimpressions.co.uk

Shrink plastic, dies and Glossy
Accents available from

www.thecraftbarn.co.uk

Tim Holtz Idea-Ology ring binders
available from

www.thestampattic.co.uk

Pendant setting available from
www.mosaic-creativity.co.uk

Beads and other jewellery findings
available from

www.bojanglebeads.co.uk

Grey board is available 
from Hobbycraft
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SIMPLY MAKE

1Before starting, draw around
one of the handbag panels
onto a piece of scrap card

to create a template. 

2Paint one side of all the
handbag pieces with two
coats of green paint. When

dry use a glue gun with wood
glue to stick the handbag
together with the painted
surfaces on the inside. Paint
the outside of the handbag
with two coats of paint and
leave to dry.

3Use the template created
in Step 1 to cut two
handbag pieces from

patterned paper. Cut them

slightly smaller than the actual
size so that a green border will
be visible around them and
affix in place with spray
adhesive. Cut a rectangle to fit
the sides of the bag and stick
in place with spray adhesive.
Attach a length of ribbon
around the bottom of the bag.
Glue a pearl to each corner of
the base of the bag, holding
them in place with small pins
while the glue dries.

4Die-cut 10 leaves from
green cardstock using the
Sizzix die. Use the Tattered

Floral die to cut six large
flowers from lilac cardstock,
three large flowers from blue

cardstock and five small
flowers from lilac cardstock.

5Each large rose is created
from three large die-cut
flowers. Cut down

between the petals of one die-
cut to the centre of the flower
and glue the petal on one side
of the cut behind the one on
the other. For the second die-
cut, cut away one whole petal
– in a wedge shape – and stick
the remaining petals one
behind the other. For the third
die-cut, remove two petals and
stick the others in place. You
should have three different
sized cones. Curl the edges of
the petals of each layer around

a pencil and trim the end of
the cone so that it is less
pointed and adhere the layers
together. Take the two-petal
piece removed from the third
layer and roll it to form a
flower centre. It will be too tall
and will need trimming. Fix 
this in the centre of the rose.
Repeat this for the other 
two roses.

6Cut and stick the small
flowers in the same way to
create extra dimension.

7Use a glue gun to adhere
the flowers and leaves in
place on the handbag. Fix a

pearl to the centre of each of
the small flowers to finish.

How does your garden grow

MATERIALS
™ Kaisercraft Beyond the 

Page Handbag 
™ green acrylic paint
™ Kaisercraft Lavender Haze 12x12”

patterned paper collection 
– P1102 Wisteria

™ lilac, blue & green cardstock
™ lilac, blue & green inkpads
™ 6mm green glass pearls
™ green ribbon
™ small pins
™ glue gun with regular glue 

sticks & wood glue sticks
™ spray adhesive

TOOLS
™ manual die-cutting machine
™ Sizzix Bigz Flower Layers & 

Leaves die 
™ Sizzix Bigz Tim Holtz Alterations

Tattered Florals die
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SIMPLY MAKE

1From grey board cut two18.5x22cm panels and one
3.5x22cm panel. Cut a piece

of pink wrapping paper
measuring 50x30cm and draw
a line 4cm in along one of the
long sides of the wrong side of
the paper. This is a guide for

placing the folder panels.

2Use spray glue to stick thenarrow grey board
rectangle in the middle of

the wrapping paper with one of
its shorter edges lined up with
the guideline. Stick the two
wider grey board panels each
side of this using the guideline
to ensure they are level and
leave a 2-3mm gap between
the panels.

3Fold the edges of the paper
over and stick them in
place. Cut panels of Thistle

paper to cover the inside of the
folder, leaving a pink border
around the edges.

4Punch holes for the ring
binder fixings and secure it
in place. Cut 21x15.5cm

panels of Mulberry paper and fix
them to the front and back of
the folder. Stick lengths of
curling ribbon in place as
shown.

5Die-cut flowers form the
pink wrapping paper and
colour the edges of the

In bloom

MATERIALS
™ 2mm grey board
™ pearlescent pink wrapping paper
™ Kaisercraft Lavender Haze 12x12

patterned paper collection 
™ pink & green cardstock
™ pink curling ribbon
™ pink gems
™ Tim Holtz Idea-ology large ring binder
™ pink & green inkpads
™ coloured cardstock & paper for 

the pages and dividers
™ spray adhesive 

TOOLS
™ manual die-cutting machine
™ PC & printer
™ Sizzix Bigz Flower Layers & Leaves die 
™ Sizzix Bigz Tim Holtz Alterations

Tattered Florals die

Dividers template
45% actual size   Photocopy at 222%

petals with pink ink. Use spray
adhesive to stick several in
place  around the spine of the
folder, covering the ring binder
fixings. Cut a panel from
Amethyst paper, matt it onto
dark pink cardstock and stick 
it in place. Use a PC to create 
a label, print it out, cut into 
an oval shape and adhere it 
in place.

6Die-cut three small flowersfrom dark pink cardstock
and stick them to the front

of the folder along with three
large pearlescent pink flowers
and three leaves cut from green
cardstock. Stick a gem at the
centre of each.

7Cut several sheets ofcoloured A4 paper in half
and punch holes in them to

create pages. Use the template
provided to cut cardstock
dividers for each set of coloured
pages. Use a PC to create labels
for the dividers and stick them
in place to finish.

Full-size templates are
available to download at
www.simplyhomemade

mag.com 
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SIMPLY MAKE

1To make the paper roses cut
a 20x4cm rectangle and
twelve 2.5cm circles from

handmade paper. The circles
do not need to be perfect so
hand-cutting them is fine. 

2Fold the rectangle in half to
create a 20x2cm rectangle
and pinch along the folded

edge to make it slightly fluted.
Roll this into a loose coil and
stick the end firmly in place.
Curl one side of each of the
circles around a pencil. Stick the
flat side of the circles around
the coil, pleating them so that
they stay shaped. Overlap the
circles as you go, building up
the layers and sticking the outer
petals in place without pleating
them. Use plenty of glue and
leave to dry thoroughly. When
dry, cut off the excess at the
back so that it is flat. The
rosebuds are created using a
10x4cm rectangle in the centre
and only six petals. 

3Cut long narrow leaves
from green handmade
paper and stick them in

place around the roses and
buds. Create three roses and
two buds in this way.

4Use the template provided
opposite to cut a card
blank and easel panel from

lilac cardstock. Score and fold
where indicated. Colour the
edge with black ink and fix a
3cm wide strip of black
cardstock to the inside edge of
the card blank along with a
doily and rectangular panel 
cut from Amethyst paper. 
Add a border strip cut from 
Wisteria paper.

5Colour the edge of the
easel panel with black ink
and attach a doily. Matt a

panel cut from Amethyst paper
to black cardstock and attach to
the easel panel. 

6Colour the wooden doily
with white ink. When dry,
attach a circle of black

cardstock to its centre along with
three paper roses. Glue the
wooden doily to the easel panel
along with four extra leaves cut
from handmade paper. Fix the
bottom half of the easel panel to
the folded half of the card front.
Firmly attach the two rosebuds
to the inside of the card to act as
a stopper for the easel.

MATERIALS
™ pale pink & green handmade paper
™ Kaisercraft Lavender Haze 12x12

patterned paper collection 
™ lilac & black cardstock
™ black & white inkpads
™ paper doily
™ Kaisercraft Scallop Doilies 

wooden flourish 
™ template below

Easel card templates
50% actual size   Photocopy at 200%

Say it with flowers
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